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Abstract

In this study "Fixed iPad" technology is proposed as an innovative idea in chain accommodation businesses. The use of the proposed technology in accommodation businesses has been discussed and evaluated. In this study, the Diffusion of Innovations Theory is adopted. The idea of a “Fixed iPad” has been proposed to chain accommodation businesses. MAXQDA analysis program was used to visualize the data. The study showed that standards, suitability for the target, cost, and infrastructure are crucial determinants of innovation processes. It has been determined that chain accommodation enterprises cannot make decisions outside the standards. It has been determined that conducting R&D studies can be beneficial in innovation processes. In general, there is the opinion that the proposed innovation can have a positive effect on performance, satisfaction, and competition. A framework for the acceptance of innovations has been developed for chain accommodation businesses. This framework can be a prediction of innovation behavior toward chain accommodation businesses.
INTRODUCTION

A global competitive environment directs accommodation businesses to sustainable change and development. The hospitality industry is one of the most competitive industries. Creative and innovative activities have become a necessity for accommodation businesses that want to maintain and increase their market share. These developments push accommodation businesses to seek innovative solutions (Anderson et al., 2014; Carlborg et al., 2014; Chen, 2011).

Innovation capacity is a requirement to be successful in a globally competitive environment. It is a strategy that businesses should implement. Innovative strategies are important for businesses to stay strong at the level of organizational competition (Lin, 2013). Accommodation businesses can carry out technological and non-technological innovation processes (Černe et al., 2016). Technological innovations can offer solution-oriented approaches to businesses. Non-technological innovations are steps that have an impact on the business processes of the accommodation businesses. These can be new approaches to the commercialization of company assets (Gambardella & McGahan, 2010), structural, managerial, and technical processes (Birkinshaw et al., 2008), reorganizing business processes, identifying alternative pathways for employees (Tracey & Way, 2011), and developing stakeholder relations (Raub & Martin-Rios, 2019).

It can be said that service innovations have an impact on economic growth (Den Hertog et al., 2010). Innovation refers to the introduction and application of new concepts such as service, product, and process. Innovations in the tourism and hospitality industry are often developed through new hotel services, technologies, and new attractions in a destination that enhances the tourist experience (Buhalis & Sinarta, 2019). One way to increase innovation capacity in the hospitality industry is knowledge sharing. Effective and sustainable information sharing will be possible with the establishment of cooperation and coordination in the enterprise. Employees should be encouraged and motivated. The orientation of accommodation businesses towards innovation and productivity can bring long-term and sustainable success. In this context, a learning, encouraging, and innovative organizational structure is required (Yang, 2004; McLeod et al., 2010).

Accommodation businesses are aware of the innovation expectations of their customers (Kallmuenzer, 2018; Tajeddini & Trueman, 2012). Therefore, they constantly try to innovate in order to compete in the market (Thomas & Wood, 2014). However, these innovations are mostly incremental innovations of products and services, often due to limited financial capacities (Pikkemaat & Peters, 2006). Employees' ideas are considered one of the main drivers of innovation (McGrath, 2008). In this context, managers should support their employees, and a learning and creative organizational culture should be created (Zopiatis & Theocharous, 2018).

It is a need for accommodation establishments to renew and develop themselves. Therefore, it is useful to examine the innovation understandings and practices in accommodation businesses (Karlsson & Tavassoli, 2016; Tavassoli & Karlsson, 2016; Zopiatis & Theocharous, 2018). Although the literature supports that there are studies on the concept of innovation in accommodation businesses (Martin-Rios & Ciobanu, 2019; Gomezelj, 2016; Martin-Rios & Pasamar, 2018), it is a necessity to examine innovative ideas and solutions in this regard (Nicola & Santa-Maria, 2013; Karlsson & Tavassoli, 2016; Tavassoli & Karlsson, 2016; Zopiatis & Theocharous, 2018; Uygur et al., 2019; Luu, 2019; De Larrea et al., 2021; Lim & Ok, 2021; Shin & Perdue, 2022). In this study "Fixed iPad" technology is proposed as an innovative idea in chain accommodation businesses. The use of the proposed technology in
accommodation businesses has been discussed and evaluated. This innovation is aimed that guests can perform their transactions faster and increase their satisfaction. It is aimed to place the "fixed iPad" technology in the rooms and to enable the guest to perform various operations on this iPad. The system is supported by the necessary information systems, allowing the guest to easily perform various operations such as "call room service, request his room to be cleaned, get a price to extend his/her stay if he/she is satisfied, access the necessary contact phones for restaurant reservations, city transportation, and express his/her complaints and requests" is targeted.

In this context, the aim of this research is;

- Evaluating the possibility of using “Fixed iPad” technology in accommodation establishments,
- Evaluating the attitudes of chain accommodation businesses towards the proposed innovation idea,
- To be able to identify the factors affecting the innovation acceptance of chain accommodation businesses,
- To examine the innovative works of chain accommodation businesses.

By proposing the idea of a "Fixed iPad" in the study, a framework was developed for the acceptance of innovations by chain accommodation businesses. This framework can be a prediction of innovation behavior toward chain accommodation businesses.

**Literature Review**

**Innovation**

Innovation is the implementation of a new or significantly improved product or process, a new organizational or marketing method in business processes, organization, and relationships. Businesses may have different preferences for innovation strategies. In general, four types of innovation are mentioned in the literature. These; process, product/service, marketing, and organizational innovation (Hjalager, 2010; Gomezelj, 2016).

Product/service innovation refers to the development and promotion of a new service or product. In the service sector, it is generally expressed as service innovation. It is the use of combinations of new or existing knowledge and technologies. The goal is to create new activities, reduce costs, and open new market paths. It is expected to provide a competitive advantage through these innovations (Evangelista & Vezzani, 2010; Lehtinen & Järvinen, 2015).

Process innovation is the application of new or significantly improved service delivery methods. It is aimed to increase service quality and reduce costs (Oslo Manual, 2005).

Organizational innovation includes the application of a new method in business practices, organization, and relations of the enterprise, which aims to increase the performance and effectiveness of businesses (Oslo Manual, 2005). It is a more abstract and enterprise-specific type of innovation. It is an important type of innovation to adapt to changing market conditions (Armbruster et al., 2008; Martín-Ríos and Parga-Dans, 2016). It can be a decisive factor in promoting innovation initiatives within the business (Martínez-Ros & Orfila-Sintes, 2012).

Marketing innovations refer to the use of a new marketing method that has not been used before, including promotion, pricing, design, product placement, and packaging (Oslo Manual, 2005). Thus, customers' needs can be met, new market opportunities can be created and sales can be increased. The relevant literature shows that service firms can gain a competitive advantage with successfully implemented marketing innovation (Scaglione vd., 2009; Line & Runyan, 2012).
While service and process innovations are closely related to technological developments, organizational and marketing innovations generally refer to non-technological processes (Černe et al., 2016).

The Diffusion of Innovation Theory

The "Diffusion of Innovation Theory", put forward by Everett M. Rogers in 1983, is the theory that explains the four elements that affect the spread of a newly formed idea, including communication channels, time, innovation, and social system. According to Rogers, innovation is a method, object, or thought that is perceived as new. Diffusion is the state of being accepted and adopted by the members of the social system through communication channels in a certain period. Rogers has gathered the stages for the adoption of innovation under five headings. These; are information, persuasion, decision, implementation, and approval processes. As the first step of the theory, the knowledge gained by the individual about innovation is expressed in the information process. In the second stage, the benefits and harms of the acquired knowledge and the innovation are evaluated. The third stage is the stage where acceptance or rejection decisions are made. The fourth stage, the application, refers to the process after the admission decision. In the final stage, the approval process takes place. According to Rogers (1983) diffusion of innovation theory, the adoption of innovation depends on the variables of relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability, and observability. Relative advantage is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as better than the current idea. At this point, the important thing is that the individual perceives the innovation as advantageous. Compatibility refers to the degree to which the innovation is consistent with current value, experience, and needs. The compatibility of the innovation will also ensure rapid adoption. Complexity is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as difficult to understand and use. Innovations with a more complex system will be more difficult to adopt. Trialability is the finding of a trial limit for innovation. Since it will be possible to learn by doing with a trialable innovation, the innovation will be adopted faster. Observability is the degree to which the results of an innovation are visible to others. The easier it is for individuals to see the results of an innovation, the more likely they are to adopt it. The “Diffusion of Innovation Theory” developed by Rogers (1983) is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The Diffusion of Innovation Theory (Rogers, 1983)
Innovation in accommodation businesses

Big data has a positive impact on innovations in the hospitality industry (Kim and Lee, 2013). Knowledge through the use of information technology facilitates innovation (García-Alvarez, 2015). Kim and Lee (2013) suggested that knowledge has a positive effect on service innovation in the hospitality industry. Hu et al. (2009) suggest that there is a positive relationship between knowledge and service innovation in the hospitality industry. Big data in accommodation businesses encompass all information about customers, products, competitors, services, operational processes, and employees. It should be used by the objectives of the accommodation business (Yang and Wan, 2004). Big data enables businesses to explore unexpected areas that are crucial (Kim & Lee, 2013). Big data represents a source of innovation and learning (Jiménez-Zarco et al., 2015). It will be able to provide information service innovations based on big data. Accommodation businesses can better understand their customer's preferences and desires (Donate & de Pablo, 2015). Shamim et al. (2021) examined the impact of big data management on service innovation and online ratings. The study results reveal that big data management leads to high online ratings through knowledge creation and service innovation.

Employees are another factor that leads accommodation businesses to succeed in innovation. It is important to direct, encourage and motivate employees to innovate. The literature supports the role of employees in creating a learning organization culture and in differentiation (Zhou & Shalley, 2003). Leading French hospitality chain Accor has developed Innovaccor, an online tool for employees to encourage innovation. With this tool, it is ensured that the employees develop creative ideas and recommend the best practices. Accor Group implemented 2000 ideas proposed by its employees in 2011 (Hassanien & Dale, 2013).

Kallmuenzer (2018) emphasized that innovation in accommodation businesses is driven by four main actors. Entrepreneurs and employees are the main drivers of internal innovation, while guests and competitors are external innovation drivers.

Zopiatis and Theocharous (2018) examined the role of human capital and administrative workers in innovation initiatives in accommodation businesses. The findings of the study show the positive effects of managers’ innovation action on perceived innovation culture and organizational support in accommodation businesses. Thus, employees can be encouraged to innovate and take risks with their creative and innovative ideas.

Martin-Ríos and Ciobanu (2019) examined accommodation innovation strategies. In their study, they examined combinations of technological and non-technological innovations and evaluated their role in organizational performance. The results of the study show that the accommodation sector is at a low level in terms of innovative service activity. In addition, it was concluded that the accommodation business is associated with complex innovation strategies.

González-González and García-Almeida (2021) examined the role of creativity, knowledge, and motivation of front office workers in hospitality businesses in innovation. The study results showed that the creativity, work experience, and motivation of the employee increased the number of innovative proposals in the context of the front office department.

Lim and Ok (2021) examined the role of empowering leadership in the ability to acquire and apply knowledge in hospitality businesses. They aimed to investigate the operation between empowering leadership and innovation. The
results of the study show that empowering leadership has a positive relationship with the ability to acquire and apply knowledge.

Breier et al. (2021) examined the role of business model innovation in the hospitality industry during the COVID-19 crisis. The study results show that business model innovation can be beneficial for overcoming crises like COVID-19 and creating new revenues during and after the crisis.

Ebersberger et al. (2021) examined the innovation strategies of accommodation businesses. The results of the study show that three strategies can be strongly associated with hospitality business performance. These; are process and organizational innovation, product innovation, and marketing innovation.

De Larrea et al. (2021) critically examined innovation studies in hospitality and tourism. In the study, it was evaluated under the headings of innovation as an economic, social, and market phenomenon. The results of the study suggest that studies of innovation should be developed within the framework of economic, social, and market phenomena.

Yang et al. (2021) examined the relationship between team-oriented transformational leadership and innovation. The results show that team-oriented transformational leadership encourages innovation.

Styvén et al. (2022) examined employee perceptions of employers' creativity and innovation. The study results show that many employees perceive their work as creative. It also shows that the possibility of being creative and innovative in the workplace is a key driver for employees to stay with their current employer.

Dang and Wang (2022) examined the role of green intellectual capital and green innovation in creating competitive strategies in hospitality businesses. The results of the study reveal the positive effect of green innovation on competitive strategies. Green strategy, structural and relational capital can also positively affect innovation management and competitive advantage.

De Andrés-Sánchez et al. (2022) examined the impact of innovation on competitive advantage in SMEs in the Portuguese hospitality sector. The results of the study reveal that inbound open innovation plays a fundamental role in gaining a competitive advantage for products and services.

Kim et al. (2022) examined the adoption of a central bank digital currency (CBDC) as a payment method in the hospitality and tourism industries. The results of the study show that the characteristics of innovations (relative advantage, compatibility, and observability) have a significant impact on people's adoption process for CBDC payment.

The relevant literature reveals that innovation should be brought into the business culture as a strategy in accommodation businesses and that sustainable development should be adopted with the understanding of learning organizations by including its employees in the understanding of innovation. In addition, it is recommended to examine and implement innovation based on big data and R&D activities. It is expected that the business will take decisions in line with its own goals, taking into account the suggestions of the target audience. In this respect, innovation strategies are expected to be decisions that will contribute to marketing, customer satisfaction, and competition.
Methodology

In this study, the innovation perceptions of four five-star chain accommodation businesses were evaluated. Accommodation businesses are located in the Yenimahalle district of Ankara province in Turkey. There are seven five-star chain accommodation businesses in the same district (Ankara Provincial Directorate of Culture and Tourism, 2019). Interviews were held with four of these businesses. In this context, a return rate of 57% is mentioned. The reason for choosing the businesses in this district is that Ankara has a business-centered tourism understanding, and the competitive environment among accommodation businesses is high. These businesses are also close to the Turkish Grand National Assembly. It can be mentioned that there is a market where business tourism and competition are intense. In this environment, it is a matter of curiosity for businesses to differentiate themselves and their understanding of innovation. The interviews were held in September-November 2019. The average of the interviews is 30 minutes. The content analysis method was used for data processing. Thanks to content analysis, data can be divided into themes and categories (White & Marsh, 2006). Then, coding and grouping processes were carried out. The encoded data was supplemented using direct quotations. MAXQDA analysis program was used to visualize the data. Mapping was carried out with the "Hierarchical Code-Subcode Model". MAXQDA is one of the analysis programs used in qualitative research (Gizzi & Rädiker 2021). As a result of the study, the usability of the fixed iPad idea in accommodation businesses was evaluated.

The questions in the relevant literature were used in the study (Brooker et al., 2012; Cobos et al., 2016). The questions asked to the managers within the scope of the study are as follows:

1. Do you think the idea of a “Fixed iPad” will help your business achieve its goals?
2. Do you think this innovation idea is viable?
3. What are the downsides of this new product and how can it be improved?
4. What do you think will be the effects on the performance and customer satisfaction of the business if the product development is realized?
5. Do you think this idea will help you gain a competitive advantage over your competitors?
6. What kind of innovations do you implement in your business that will make you different from other accommodation businesses? Can you explain with examples?

Results

Within the scope of the study, the officials of four chain accommodation businesses were interviewed (one authorized manager from each business). The officials are knowledgeable about the innovation of accommodation businesses. They have a command of the operation of the business, are effective in management, have been working in the same business for at least seven years, and have an average of 15 years of experience. The fact that the participants are competent in management and have sufficient knowledge about the sector and business shows that a suitable participant profile has been reached.

The data obtained in the research were processed with coding. In this context, the MAXQDA program was used. A total of 62 coding processes were carried out. The map of the data with the Hierarchical-Code-Subcode model is as follows:
The data coded according to the answers of the participants were grouped (Figure 2). The groupings are as follows: suitability for the target, feasibility, possible deficiencies, effect on competition, effect on performance/satisfaction, and innovation activities.

**Suitability for The Target**

The theme of suitability for the target is the compatibility of the targets set by the accommodation businesses with the idea of a “Fixed iPad”. In this theme, the question of how the innovation idea is compatible with the goals of the enterprise is examined. Participants emphasized standards in this theme. Considering that the participants are a chain accommodation business, it is expected that the decisions will be made based on central management and within the framework of certain standards. There are certain service standards of a chain accommodation business. The same services are offered in the accommodation business of the chain located in a different destination. This is also true for innovation decisions and processes. All of the participants agree on this issue. K2 coded participant mentioned the importance of standards in business processes.

K2: “There are certain standards in chain accommodation businesses and these standards cannot be exceeded. Even the places of slippers and tv remotes are clear in our rooms. We cannot go beyond this. This is also the case with innovations. As for the fixed iPad idea, it could help the business goals.”

Another prominent statement is cost. The costs of technological innovations can negatively affect businesses in some cases. The subject should be evaluated in terms of benefit-value. It should be worth the cost. In this context, 3 participants claim that they approach the fixed iPad idea positively in terms of cost and will contribute.

**Feasibility**

The theme of feasibility refers to the viability of an innovation. An innovation that is not viable cannot be realized and is not sustainable. Participants mentioned the importance of cost in this theme. Innovations that are affordable
and worth the investment can be seen as viable. Considering the number of rooms, it was foreseen that the idea of a Fixed iPad could lead to a serious cost.

K4: “It is definitely a viable innovation, but the cost is so important. We have 250 rooms, and there may be a serious cost.”

Possible Deficiencies

Possible deficiencies refer to aspects of the innovation that may be lacking if implemented. It can be said that innovation can be more beneficial if the deficiencies are improved. Participants mentioned the terms infrastructure, cost, user audience, personnel, and R&D activities. The participant-coded K2 evaluated the possible deficiencies of this innovation in terms of infrastructure, cost, and user audience.

K2: “I think that this new product does not apply to every business and not every accommodation business is that compatible with technology. Technology doesn't always work for everyone. In addition, the negative aspects of iPad technology should not be ignored when the application is started. There will also be those who break them, do not see them, and call reception. Thus, it will create a serious cost. Considering the age range in accommodation, it is a technology that can be used by the age range of 25-45. However, it is an innovation that will be difficult for our guests outside of this age range to use.”

K3 coded participant stated the importance of R&D activities.

K3: “First of all, R&D activities must be carried out to realize this new product. I foresee that it can be implemented if a company can be negotiated and budgeting is provided. The staff should also be competent.”

Effect on Performance, Satisfaction and Competition

This theme is related to the possible positive effects of the innovation idea on the business. These effects are business performance, user satisfaction, and competitive advantage. Participants stated that the idea of innovation will provide speed benefits, and that software and a manageable process are important for effective use of the system.

Participants with the code K1 and K3 think that this innovation can create speed benefits and contribute positively to customer satisfaction.

K1: “I think that with this innovation, guests will be able to solve their problems more quickly, the flow of service will flow faster, and thus customer satisfaction will increase. The faster the service is provided, the higher the customer satisfaction will increase.”

K3: “If this new product is realized, it will have positive contributions to customer satisfaction. We may not like to be in dialogue and we all have limited time. This is for everyone. I believe that the level of satisfaction of the customer will increase as there is an application that can speed up the process.”

Participant with the code K4 mentioned the process and the software.

K4: “The most important thing I can say about this innovation is that it should be manageable. We have 250 rooms and when we place an iPad in each of these rooms, the system should be managed successfully and the guest should not be unhappy. Software and management are very important here.”

Participants think that the idea of innovation will contribute to competitive advantage. Participant K1 thinks that
this innovation idea will be beneficial for the company in terms of technological image.

K1: “It is an innovation that can make a difference in terms of competitive advantage. There will be additional benefits. The guest will think “what a technological hotel” and it will have an impact on our name in the market.”

Participant K3 stated that this innovation can be used on a location-based basis.

K3: “This innovation can give us an advantage over our competitors. It's a different app. Convenience regarding urban transportation can be provided. For example, if we talk about this location, our guests will have the opportunity to reach the Armada shopping center and see the products of the companies in the Armada shopping center from their iPad. We describe to our guests that you can walk through the street of life. However, if this application is implemented, our guests can see how to go to Armada in 3D. Finally, you can add: Looking at innovation as a location, I think iPad technology can contribute to us.”

The participant with the code K2 believes that the understanding of service rather than technology will create more advantages in competition.

K2: “We believe that we can make a difference in services by creating behavioral standards with personnel training rather than technological developments in our business. Our standards are based on the perspective of “listen, identify the problem, apologize, empathize, and find a solution”. Adopting these, it is aimed to transfer behavioral standards in services. Even if it doesn't fit every business, I believe this innovation can contribute to a competitive advantage when implemented.”

**Innovation Activities**

This theme is associated with the innovation activities of accommodation businesses. Accommodation businesses have given examples of innovation activities. Participants stated that standards are determinants in chain accommodation businesses. In this respect, they think that the innovation decision to be taken should be based on the decision of the central management. The thoughts of the participant coded K1 on the subject are as follows:

K1: “If we talk about the innovation activities related to our business, we can't take any steps without consulting the central IT. It is a chain hotel business and it is not possible to make independent decisions. In our enterprise, first of all, necessary personnel training and personal skill development training are in question. We also talk about how we can improve our services at meetings every year. It is discussed the answers to the questions of how we can improve ourselves and what kind of difference we can make.”

K1 coded participant mentioned an innovation that was on their agenda.

K1: “Another new idea on our agenda is to use a shuttle for airport transportation and to serve the guests with a fixed iPad with 5G in this shuttle. There are not many businesses that implement the shuttle to the airport and we think that this issue can make a difference for us. Apart from this, IPTV over Network is used on the TVs in the rooms. Thanks to this IPTV, all kinds of channels that are not on terrestrial broadcast are offered to our guests.”

Participant with the code K3 expressed the innovations in the meeting rooms.

K3: “The walls in our meeting rooms can enter different modes from each other. Our business was the first to do this, and a couple of other businesses have done it after us. The walls can turn into a forest or a country garden when
desired. For example, it can be Mecca during Ramadan. We have rooms that give oxygen. In addition, it is possible to write on the walls in our meeting rooms. These are special walls, these writings can be deleted later.”

Participants consider the idea of a “Fixed iPad” as a generally usable technology. They mentioned that since they are chain accommodation businesses, they cannot make decisions outside the standards and that the decision of the central management should be made. It is foreseen that one of the most important issues in this regard may be the cost. They think that conducting R&D studies can be beneficial. In general, the opinion that it can have a positive effect on performance, satisfaction, and competition is dominant. It will be able to create speed and image benefits. There is also the opinion that service is as important as technological innovations and that the main thing is to satisfy the guests in terms of service. Based on all these opinions of the participants, the “Innovation Acceptance Framework for Chain Accommodation Businesses” was prepared. The innovation acceptance framework is based on the Diffusion of Innovations Theory.

**Discussion**

The hospitality industry is one of the most competitive industries. It has become a necessity for accommodation businesses to focus on creative and innovative activities. Thus, accommodation businesses can increase their market share and earn more profits (Anderson et al., 2014; Carlberg et al., 2014; Chen, 2011). It is useful to examine the innovation understandings and practices in accommodation establishments (Karlsson & Tavassoli, 2016; Tavassoli & Karlsson, 2016; Zopiatis & Theocarous, 2018). Although studies have been carried out on this subject (Gomezelj, 2016; Martin-Rios & Pasamar, 2018), it is a necessity to examine innovative ideas and solutions in this regard (Nicolau & Santa-Maria, 2013; Karlsson & Tavassoli, 2016; Tavassoli & Karlsson, 2016; Zopiatis & Theocarous, 2018; Uygur et al., 2019; Luu, 2019; De Larrea et al., 2021; Lim & Ok, 2021; Shin & Perdue, 2022). In this study, the idea of a “Fixed iPad” is proposed. A framework has been developed specifically for the acceptance of innovations by chain accommodation businesses. This framework can be a prediction of innovation behaviour toward chain accommodation businesses.

In this study, 4 of 6 chain accommodation establishments located in the Yenimahalle district of Ankara province in Turkey were interviewed. The district, which is the center of business tourism, is also close to the Turkish Grand National Assembly. In addition, there is an intense competitive environment. In this environment, differentiation and innovation efforts of enterprises are inevitable. Interviews were held with the senior managers of the related chain accommodation businesses. The idea of a “Fixed iPad” was discussed and a framework for the acceptance of innovations was developed for chain accommodation businesses. The result of the research supports the literature. It has been concluded that the preparation of innovations by the user audience and R&D activities are important factors in the processes. The importance of big data can be mentioned in terms of the relationship between information and service innovation, and the literature also supports this outcome. Qualified personnel is also important in innovation processes (Hu et al., 2009; Kim and Lee, 2013, Garcia-Alvarez, 2015, Jiménez-Zarco et al., 2015; Donate & de Pablo, 2015; De Larrea et al., 2021). Qualified personnel can be seen as a necessity for the effective management of the process. The literature supports the importance of personnel in innovation processes (Zhou & Shalley, 2003; Yang & Wan, 2004; Hassanien & Dale, 2013; Kallmuenzer, 2018; Zopiatis & Theocarous, 2018; González-González & García-Almeida, 2021; Styvén et al., 2022). Innovations in accommodation establishments should not be considered only in terms of technology. The importance of service quality is another important finding of the study. The literature
also supports this view. Innovation is a combination of service, technology, and process (Martin-Rios & Ciobanu, 2019; Ebersberger et al. 2021; Dang & Wang, 2022). Innovation processes need to be manageable. Management activities are another determinant of success. In this respect, the role of management, leadership, and direction is critical. The literature supports the relationship between manager, leader, and innovation (Lim & Ok, 2021; Yang et al., 2021). Businesses can increase their performance and satisfaction rate and gain a competitive advantage through innovation processes. The literature also supports the positive relationship between innovation and performance (Breier et al., 2021; De Andrés-Sánchez et al., 2022). Components of the diffusion theory of innovations are also important factors in the processes of innovations. Relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability, and observability are important factors in decisions. The Diffusion of Innovations Theory can be a guide for tourism businesses. The literature also supports this view (Kim et al., 2022). There are also aspects of the research results that differ from the literature. First of all, the decisions of chain accommodation enterprises are taken by the central management. In this context, the importance of the determined standards can be mentioned. Another issue is that innovations must be worth covering the costs in terms of benefit-value. This is especially true for technological innovations. In addition, there is the opinion that location-based use of innovations such as iPad will contribute to accommodation businesses. Another benefit of these innovations is image and speed. It will create a positive image for users. In addition, it will contribute positively to faster services.

Theoretical contribution

Innovation Acceptance Framework for Chain Accommodation Businesses

The acceptance framework of innovations has been developed within the framework of the Diffusion of Innovations Theory put forward by Rogers (Figure 2). In line with the answers of the participants, the variables affecting the diffusion of innovations were determined. Rogers has gathered the stages for the adoption of innovation under five headings. These; are knowledge, persuasion, decision, implementation, and confirmation. As the first step of the theory, the knowledge gained by the individual about innovation is expressed in the information process. In the second stage, the benefits and harms of the acquired knowledge and the innovation itself are evaluated. The third stage is the decision to accept or reject. The fourth stage, the application, refers to the process after the acceptance decision, and in the last stage, the confirmation process takes place.

![Innovation Acceptance Framework for Chain Accommodation Businesses](image-url)

**Figure 2. Innovation Acceptance Framework for Chain Accommodation Businesses**
In this study, the determinants of the two stages were determined and the factors that were effective in the decision process were determined. The first stage is the “Knowledge About Innovation” process. According to the data obtained, the determinants of the first stage are the compliance of the innovation with the objectives of the accommodation businesses, the competence of the personnel, the cost of the innovation, and the R&D activities on the innovation. Businesses with sufficient knowledge about innovation will be able to move on to the persuasion process.

The persuasion process consists of five determinants. These are relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability and observability.

Relative advantage is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as better than the current idea. At this point, the important thing is to perceive the innovation as advantageous. According to the data obtained, the determinants of relative advantage are speed benefit, image benefit, and experience benefit. In this context, businesses will be able to turn to innovations that contribute to their processes in terms of speed, image, and experience.

Compatibility means that the innovation is appropriate to the current value, experience, and needs. The compatibility of the innovation will also ensure rapid adoption. The determinants of compliance are infrastructure, standards, and user audience. Standards are one of the important determinants in chain accommodation businesses. The central management should approve the innovation-decision and implement it in the enterprises by the standards. The second determinant is infrastructure. Sustainable and effective use of technological innovation is not possible without infrastructure. Another determinant is the user audience. The innovation considered should be by the wishes and expectations of the user audience.

Complexity is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as difficult to understand and use. Innovations with a more complex system will be more difficult to adopt. The determinants of complexity are manageable processes and easy usability. A new system or innovation must be manageable. An easily managed process will be effective and beneficial. Another determinant is easy usability. The innovation should be easy to use by users and should be in a system that is simple to use.

Trialability means that the innovation has a trial limit. It will be possible to learn by doing with an innovation that can be tried. Thus, the innovation will be adopted faster. The determinants of testability are accessibility, software, and infrastructure. It cannot be said that an inaccessible innovation is testable. Other determinants are software and infrastructure. The software and infrastructure of technological innovations should be designed in the right system and presented to users. An innovation that is not designed in the right system will not be able to work effectively and efficiently.

Observability is the degree to which the results of an innovation are visible to others. The easier it is for individuals to see the results of the innovation, the more likely they are to adopt it. The determinants of observability are image perception, speed perception, and technology perception. When implementing an innovation process, managements consider the possible returns of innovation. They perform the benefit-value analysis. While this is the case, it is expected that innovation will create image benefits for the business, accelerate service processes and create a perception of a technological accommodation business.

Within the framework of all these determinants, chain accommodation businesses can take innovation decisions
and carry out processes. The positive decision and the implementation of the innovation are due to the possible contributions of the innovation. In this case, the possible important effects of the determinants can be mentioned.

**Practical Implication**

The results of the study, it has been determined that chain accommodation enterprises implement decisions within the scope of the central management approach and act according to the relevant standards. An understanding of innovation can only be possible with a central management decision. Another prominent determinant is the cost. The cost of the innovation must be worth covering in the benefit-value analysis. It should have a high return on innovation. For this reason, R&D activities are suggested. If the innovation is related to technology, it is suggested to provide the infrastructure. Supporting innovation with infrastructure is not enough either. It should also be an innovation that is suitable for the use of the target audience, easy to use, accessible, and manageable. Staff must also be adequately qualified. In addition, service quality is also important in customer satisfaction and competition. Innovation efforts of accommodation businesses are aimed at business tourism. There are innovations mentioned in meeting rooms, such as the airport shuttle service.

**Limitation and Further Research**

The research has limitations. Some suggestions can be made for future research. This research was carried out in the Yenimahalle district of Ankara province of Turkey. Studies can be carried out with a larger sample. In this research, the idea of a “Fixed iPad” is presented as an innovation. Research can be done with different types of innovations and concepts. There is a limited number of participants in the study. The scope can be expanded and the result more generalized. The qualitative analysis method was used in the study. Research can be done using quantitative or mixed analysis methods. The Diffusion of Innovations Theory was used in this research. The subject can be studied with different theories and models. Within the scope of the research, the idea of a Fixed iPad was put forward and the accepted framework of innovations for chain accommodation businesses was drawn from the perspective of the Diffusion of Innovations Theory. In this context, accommodation businesses can benefit from the acceptance framework of innovations in their innovation processes.

**Conclusion**

Accommodation businesses are located in the sector where competition is high. Businesses that renew themselves, differentiate, and act by the expectations of the target audience will be advantageous. It is inevitable for businesses that adopt a continuous development framework to gain a competitive advantage. While this is the case, accommodation businesses may benefit from improving themselves with product, service, process, and operational innovations. Innovative and creative culture can provide significant returns to accommodation businesses in terms of sustainable competitive advantage.

As a result of all the data obtained, an innovation acceptance framework for chain accommodation businesses has been developed from the perspective of the Diffusion of Innovations Theory. The process consists of 4 stages. The first stage is the process of knowledge about innovation. The determinants of the innovation knowledge process are R&D, suitability for the target, personnel, and cost. The information obtained about innovations will enable the transition to the persuasion process. The second stage is the persuasion process. The persuasion process takes place according to the outputs of the variables of relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability, and
observability. The determinants of relative advantage are speed, image, and experience. In these themes, the innovation that will contribute to the business will be perceived as advantageous. The determinants of compliance are infrastructure, standards, and user audience. The innovation-decision to be taken should be compatible with the standards, the infrastructure of the enterprise, and the user audience. The determinants of complexity are manageable process and easy usability. A manageable and easy-to-use process will be adopted more quickly and used effectively. The determinants of trialability are infrastructure, accessibility, and software. Ensuring trialability is possible if the interface and use of the system are accessible, convenient, and usable. It is the software and infrastructure of the system that will provide this. The determinants of observability are speed, technology, and image perception. An innovation that is perceived positively by the user will provide significant returns to the business. These are key returns such as word of mouth, promotion, marketing, profitability, satisfaction, and competitive advantage. Within the framework of all these obtained components, accommodation businesses can decide to realize and implement innovations and renew their processes.
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